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The kinetics of solvent extraction systems is a topic of great

importance for the basic understanding of the nature of these

processes. Information on the overall rate of mass transfer and

the knowledge of the mechanism of extraction in a particular

system allow the prediction of possible inhibitions and

enhancements on the extraction rate. This is very important in

estimation of the industrial applicability of this system and to

adjust the plant operation conditions.

Although the earlieat studies on the kinetics of solvent

extraction were reported in 1940's (1-3), the true development in

this field started in 1970's. The present overview
brief survey on the different regimes contro

presents a

Lling the

liquid-liquid extraction mechanism of metal chelates aijid addicts,

the different reported reaction models and the most comnon itiethods

used to follow the kinetics of extraction processes are
effect of the different phenomena affecting the extr
and the importance of the kinetic information in connection with

and counter-current modellingtechnical

discussed.

In solvent extraction systems, the chemical reactions can take

gi.vpn. The
ctior. rate

are also

place in two bulk phases or in the two-dimensional r

separate the two immiscible liquids , i.e. the li
sgion which
quid-liquid

interface, or in a thin volume region very close ;o it, The
chemical species that have to be transported to or away from the

interface to complete extraction always diffuse through the

diffusion films. If the time required for this diffusion is longer
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than that required for the actual chemical changes, then the

overall extraction kinetics occur in a "diffusional regime", in
this case, the rate of extraction can be described ii. terms of

interfacial film diffusion. This situation may occur in unstirred

systems or whenever the degree of stirring of the two phases is so

low that thick diffusional films can be assumed to exipt on both

sides of the interface.

On the other hand, in very efficiently stirred systems when one

or more of the chemical reactions is slower than tie rate of

diffusion to and from the interface, the solvent extraction

cated case

processes

kinetics occur in a "kinetic regime". A more compli

arises when tho chemical reactions and film diffueior

are comparable and the contribution of chemical reactions and

diffusion are significant. In this case the solvent

kinetics take place in a "mixed diffusional- Kinetic rehimr, '.

The progress of reactions can be followed either

analysis or by the use of physical methods to measure

of reaction that have occured without disturbing the

wide range of experimental techniques have been used t

kinetics of reactions. Among the different experimental

extraction

y chemical

the amount

system. A

;> study the

techniques

commonly used to study the solvent extraction kinetics are the

stirred tanks, the stirred cells with constant interfacir.l area,

the single drop technique ,the short-time phase contacting method

and the rotating diffusion cell.

In kinetic regime systems the rate of extraction i^ controlled

by chemical reactions taking place either in the bulk phases or at

the interface. In systems where the extractants have

activity and a relatively high solubility in the aq<

low surface

eous phase,

the reaction takes place in the aqueous phase (4,5b. When the

adduct forming ligand has a partial solubility in the aqueous

phase, it may participate with the chelating agent in the aqueous

phase reaction (6-9). On the other handy when the extractant is a

strong, or even moderately strong surfactant, and Was a little

solubility in the aqueous phase, the reactions at tjie interface

are expected to be the governing process (10-14).

It has to be mentioned that if the hydrodyna nics in the
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extraction system is high and the extractant exhibits hijh surface

activity, the interfacial reactions can be dominant even for not

very hydrophobic extractante (15). In other words, the

complexation site could be changed by experimental cond

the true mechanism could include concurrent reactions

the neutral ligand and its anion both in the bulk phase

interface.

Diffusion is the irreversible Bpontaneou8 movement

from a region of higher concentration to one

concentration leading to equalization of concentration

Ltions and

involving

and at the

of
of lower

within the

same phase. When one and more of the chemical steps of a reaction

mechanism proceeds with a comparable velocity of the cjiffunional

process through the interfacial films, the reaction kjinetics is

said to b© governed by mixed diffueional kinetic regime. In this

case the differential equations of diffusion and of: chemical

kinetics have to be solved simultaneously to obtain ja complete

mathematical description of the mixed regime system

chemical reactions can take place either in the bulk of

phases or in a layer near the interface (homogeneous) o

at the interface (heterogeneous).

In mixed diffusional-kinetic regimes, up to a certain limit,
the increase in the stirring rate decreases the thickr

diffusion film and accelerates the diffusion and the rate of

chemical reactions could be increased by increasing th<
concentrations.

The slow

one of the

can occur

ess of the

reactants

The rate of extraction in biphase liquid/liquid sys;ems can be

affected by

combination•

many phenomena

The enhancement

that can act separat

of the rate of transi

carried out by the use of chemical catalysis which act 3 either on

the organic phase or the aqueous phase. The organic

additives could be a species which is greatly adsorbed at the

interface and form a transitory fast extracted species. On the

other hand, auxiliary complexing agents in the aqueoui

accelerate significally or delay the mass transfer. Th

or

can

m

be

phase can

effect of

auxiliary complexxng agent have been studied by many authors
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(16-18). The presence of an auxiliary completing agent in the

aqueous phase can change the extraction rate of metal iojis as well
as the extraction mechanism (19).

The nature of the diluent used can also affect th 2 rate of

and
are

extraction. As the aromatice cauae the swelling of the ipterfacial

layers, they decrease the concentration of the

molecules at the interface which decreases the extraction rate

(20).

The practical applications of kinetics of solvent extraction

processes in connection with technical processes

couter-current modelling is discussed. Kinetic studios

essential for the development of new processes and the knowledge

of factors governing the mass transfer and mechanism of jextraction

of metal ions is of1 major importance in the design, [operation,

control and optimization of reactors in chemical industry.

The concept of using the difference in reaction kinetics for

the improvement of metals separation is a new trend recently

addressed (21). In this context, the difference in the rate

equations and kinetic barriers are manipulated to enhance the

efficiency of lanthanides/actinides separation on kinetic basis

(22,23).
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